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Ethical Dilemmas on Fox 25 Morning News

ETHICAL DILEMMAS
Student Handout
SOME VOCABULARY:
to wrestle with something

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7eAB6u2Hqs

you owe it to somebody (to do something)
to sneak a peek at something
to betray a/somebody’s trust

DISCUSSION THEMES:
●Do you think ethics is relative? Is there such a thing as true or absolute morality canons?
●Who decides on morality issues? Explore authority figures as those found in religion, the educational system,
parents/family, peers, the government, celebrities (TV, sports, etc).
●Some people think it’s better to do what you want and later apologize than to always respect the norms of society
or the wishes of those around you. What do you think?
●Is it possible to learn from our ethical mistakes and through making ‘bad’ or ‘incorrect’ decisions from time to
time? Do we become better people for it?
● “You don’t know how to be an angel if you’ve never had your feathers ruffled.”
Explore what you think that might mean and its consequences.
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